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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

 

COURSE: WATER RESOURCES SIMULATION (ECI 146) 

 

INSTRUCTOR: Fabián A. Bombardelli 

 (fabianbombardelli2@gmail.com, bmbrdll@yahoo.com, fabombardelli@ucdavis.edu) 

OFFICE: 3105, Ghausi Hall (former Engineering III building) 

Class: Tuesdays and Thursdays-3:10 to 4:30 PM (119 Wellman) 

Computer lab: Fridays-8:00 to 10:50 AM (diverse rooms) 

 

 

COMPUTER PROBLEM 1: Solution of open-channel and pipe flow via three 

different methods. 

 

Assigned on: Saturday, January 14, 2023  

Due on: Saturday, January 28, 2023 

 

Problem 1 

 

Please answer the following questions: 

 

1) Please define explicit and implicit algebraic equations. Please provide examples of 

these types of equations from the field of water resources.  

2) What type of equations do you know? Please give examples of each type. 

3) What is the physical meaning of smooth and fully-rough regimes in pipes? In which 

area of the Moody chart is the Colebrook-White equation valid? 

4) Please discuss the difference between the “true” and “approximate” errors in the 

bisection method. Why do we use the latter if these two errors are different? In 

other words, are we safe or not by using the approximate error? 

5) Which method is more robust? Which method is more accurate? What do we mean 

by robust? What do we mean by accurate? 

 

Problem 2. OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW 

 

Introduction 

 

There exist several formulas that have been devised to calculate velocities in open-channel 

flows under uniform conditions, such as Chezy’s, and Manning’s, among others. These 

formulas express the flow velocity in terms of the slope of energy grade line, properties of 

the cross section (wetted area and perimeter), and resistance/conveyance coefficients. In 

particular, Manning’s equation reads: 

 

𝑣 =   
𝐾𝑛 𝑅ℎ

2/3
 𝑆𝑓

1/2

𝑛
      (1) 
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where v is the cross-sectionally-averaged velocity, Kn is a unit-conversion factor, Rh is the 

hydraulic radius (the ratio of the area and the wetted perimeter), Sf is the slope of the energy 

grade line, and n is a resistance coefficient – Manning’s n. The discharge (volumetric flow 

rate) can be computed as the product of the wetted area and the velocity; thus, Manning’s 

equation is used for the design of open channels. When the unknown is the water depth, 

the above equation becomes in general implicit. For a trapezoidal cross section, for 

example, the wetted area and perimeter can be expressed as functions of the water depth, 

and the water depth for uniform flow conditions (the “normal depth”) is obtained via an 

iterative procedure. 

  

a) Please develop a flow chart for the bisection method used to calculate the normal 

depth for a trapezoidal channel. 

b) Compute the normal depth for a trapezoidal channel, using the methods of 

bisection, Newton-Raphson, and fixed point, given the following information for 

an asphalt channel: Q=300 ft3/s; S=0.0015; lateral sides angle=50 degrees; bottom 

width=6 ft. Please discuss suitable values of the normal depth to start the 

computations, and select three values. 

 

Problem 3. PIPE FLOW 

 

Introduction 

 

The Moody chart is the most reliable source of information for the computation of flow 

resistance (i.e., head losses) in pipes and, to some extent, in open channels. Based on 

extensive sets of regressions (in turn based on measurements), it gives the Darcy friction 

factor, f , as a function of the Reynolds number, and the ratio between the equivalent 

roughness, and the pipe diameter. The diagram presents several regions for turbulent flow, 

as follows: 

 

a) a zone of “fully-rough” flow towards the right side of the diagram, where the 

relative roughness determines the characteristics of the flow, and in which the 

Reynolds number does not play any role in determining the flow behavior; 

b) a zone of smooth behavior, in which the roughness value is immaterial in defining 

the flow characteristics, and 

c) an intermediate zone, usually called “transition zone,” where both variables are 

important in characterizing the flow. 

 

On the left, the laminar flow region appears, which is a function of the Reynolds number. 

 

The use of the chart is straightforward: we must follow the curve pertaining to the value of 

the “relative roughness” (from the right of the diagram) until we find the vertical 

corresponding to the Reynolds number (computed as the product of the mean-flow velocity 

and the pipe diameter, divided by the kinematic viscosity of water). Notice that the 

Reynolds number is given in logarithmic scale. Then, we exit the diagram horizontally, 

starting from the point defined above, towards the left of the chart. 
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The Colebrook-White formula was proposed in the first half of last century (1939), and 

allows for the computation of f . It is expressed as follows: 
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where   or k  indicates the pipe roughness, D  is the pipe diameter, and   is the Reynolds 

number. The main characteristic of Equation (1) is that it is implicit. It can be observed that 

the Darcy friction factor (White, 2011; page 356) appears at both sides in (1), and there is 

no way of obtaining it solely as a function of known variables. Therefore, a numerical 

method needs to be applied to compute that coefficient. Equation (1) can be expressed as: 
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where the logarithm on base 10 has been converted to the “natural” logarithm. Multiplying 

by f , Equation (2) yields: 
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which is still an implicit equation. 

 

Tasks 

 

You are asked to: 

 

1. Please, develop a code for the bisection method to obtain the value of f  in the 

following 11 points, well distributed on the Moody diagram: =3 x 106- D

=0.0008; =3 x 106- D =0.00005; =3 x 107- D =0.00001; =3 x 107- D

=0.002; =3 x 107- D =0.015; =3 x 105- D =0.002; =3 x 105- D =0.03; 

=3 x 104- D =0.002; =3 x 104- D =0.01; =3 x 105- D =10-10; =3 x 

102- D =10-10. Start the iterations with an interval [0, 0.1], and determine the 

number of iterations needed to achieve a tolerance of 10-2. To stop the 

computations, please compare two successive values of f , as follows: 

 

tolerance
f

ff

k

kk


 
100

1     (4) 

 

2. Indicate the regimes to which the above points pertain (fully rough, smooth or 

transition), by determining where the points fall on the Moody chart. You can use 
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the Matlab script at the end of this Computer Problem to locate the calculated 

points. 

3. Please, redo part 1. using the fixed-point, or iteration-of-a-point method (also 

called Picard method), for the first five points in 1. Determine the number of 

iterations needed to achieve a convergence of 10-2, defined in the same way as in 

point 1. Start with a guessed value of f =0.05. 

4. Compare your results in 1. and 3. with the following explicit formula proposed by 

Swammee and Jain (1976): 

 

𝑓 =   
0.25

[−𝑙𝑜𝑔10(
𝜀

3.7  𝐷
+  

5.74

(𝑅𝑒)0.9]
2      (5) 

 

 and with the following explicit formula by Haaland: 
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      (6) 

 

5. Please, redo part 1. using the Newton-Raphson method. For this part, it is better to 

solve for fX 1  (this will be your new variable; start from Eq. (2), not with 

Eq. (1), and re-arrange it in terms of X ), and then to back-calculate the resistance 

coefficient f  for each iteration; this will ease the analytical determination of the 

derivative. As an initial guess, please start with f =0.05. Please, determine the 

number of iterations needed to achieve a tolerance of 10-2, defined in the same way 

as in point 1., using f , not X . 

6. Please re-do computations of part 1., using tolerances of 10-1, 10-3, and 10-4 with 

the bisection method. 

7. Please, compare the results obtained with all the methods and discuss similarities 

and differences (what you expect to obtain and what you finally obtain). You can 

present results with a table, for example.  

 

The more you discuss, the more points you obtain in your grade for this computer 

problem. You have to present in the report the code you developed in the language you 

selected, the comparisons and results and, very importantly, the discussion of results. 

Please be neat and clear in your presentation. 

 

Note: Keep in mind that D  is the internal diameter (ID) of the pipe. Very often, the 

nominal diameter does not agree with the ID. 

 

Problem 4. PIPE FLOW 

 

This problem is associated with the flow in a pipe connecting two reservoirs. The fluid 

moving in the pipe has a kinematic viscosity of 2 x10-5 m2/s, the pipe diameter is 0.3 m, 

and the pipe length is 100 m. The head loss, in turn, is 8 m, and the relative roughness 

height is 0.0002. In ECI 141, we saw that this problem could be solved with the method 
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proposed by Rouse in closed form, or with an iterative method using the Moody chart. The 

aim of this problem is to compute the velocity of the flow, the Darcy friction factor, f , 

and the Reynolds number by using the iteration-of-a-point method (fixed-point method) 

for two equations. 

 

To that end: 

 

a) Please write down the Bernoulli equation for the flow in the pipe, taking one point at the 

free surface of each reservoir. 

b) Please write down the Colebrook-White equation. You will have two implicit equations 

in v and f. 

c) Arrange the two equations in such a way that you can obtain one variable from each 

equation. 

d) Apply the fixed-point method to the system of two equations with two unknowns. You 

can start the iterations with a value of velocity equal to 5 m/s and f0=0.002. Stop the 

iterations when you reach a tolerance of 10-4, as defined in Problem 1. 

e) Please show the equations, the code you developed, the iterations, the values of the 

velocity of the flow and f, the Reynolds number, and your final result (values and number 

of iterations). 

f) Please assess the response of the method to three different initial guesses of your choice. 

Please discuss your results. 

 

 

 

 
 

Matlab script 
 
%% CODE TO GENERATE THE MOODY CHART 

%% This code uses the equation provided by Swanmee and Jain (1976) 

 

clc 

clear all 

close all 

 

%Generating the vector constants 

ksrel=[0.000001 0.000007 0.00002 0.00005 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.001 0.002 0.004 ... 

    0.008 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.05];  %relative roughness = ks/D (D=diameter) 

Re=logspace(3.602,8); %Reynolds number 

Relam=[100 1800]; 

k2=length(ksrel); 

r2=length(Re); 

 

%Swamee and Jain (1976) explicit equation to compute f 

for j=1:k2 

    for i=1:r2 

        f(j,i)=0.25/(-log10(ksrel(1,j)/3.7+5.74/(Re(1,i)^0.9)))^2; 

    end 

end 

 

%Laminar flow  

for i=1:length(Relam) 

    flam(1,i)=64/Relam(1,i); 

end 

 

%Smooth pipe line 

for i=1:length(Re) 
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    fsmooth(1,i)=0.25/(-log10(5.74/(Re(1,i)^0.9)))^2; 

end 

 

 

figure 

hold on 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(1,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(2,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(3,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(4,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(5,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(6,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(7,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(8,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(9,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(10,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(11,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(12,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(13,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(14,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),f(15,:),'-b','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Relam(1,:),flam(1,:),'-r','LineWidth',3) 

loglog(Re(1,:),fsmooth(1,:),'-m','LineWidth',3) 

xlabel('Reynolds Number (Re=UD/{\nu})','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold') 

ylabel('Friction factor (f)','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold') 

set(gca,'Xscale','log','Yscale','log'); %resets log scale in axis 

axis([500 10^8 0 0.1]) 

 

 

grid on 

set(gca,'XMinorGrid','on','MinorGridLineStyle','-','GridLineStyle','-','FontSize',18) 

 

%Relative roughness levels 

text(7.4e7,0.00725,{'10^-^6'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,0.0085,{'7x10^-^6'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,0.00975,{'2x10^-^5'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,0.0113,{'5x10^-^5'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(7.4e7,.0128,{'10^-^4'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0146,{'2x10^-^4'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0178,{'5x10^-^4'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(7.4e7,.021,{'10^-^3'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0249,{'2x10^-^3'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0302,{'4x10^-^3'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0375,{'8x10^-^3'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.0e7,.0466,{'1.5x10^-^2'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.0e7,.0564,{'2.5x10^-^2'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.0e7,.0648,{'3.5x10^-^2'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

text(6.7e7,.0759,{'5x10^-^2'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',13) 

 

% Zone labels 

set(gca,'DefaultTextVerticalAlignment','top'); 

text(7.3e2,0.0076,{'Laminar','flow'},'rotation',90,... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',16) 

text(2e5,0.008,{'Turbulent flow'},... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',16) 

text(2.5e3,0.055,{'Critical zone'},'rotation',90,... 
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  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',16) 

text(2e6,0.06,['Fully-rough flow'],... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',16) 

text(1.0e6,9.9e-3,['Smooth pipe'],... 

  'HorizontalAlignment','center','BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'FontSize',16) 

text(1.4e8,0.028,['Relative roughness (k/D)'],... 

  'rotation',90,'HorizontalAlignment','center', 'FontSize',18,'FontWeight','bold' ) 

 

set(gca,'DefaultTextVerticalAlignment','middle',... 

  'DefaultTextFontSize',10); 

text(2.0e3,0.0077,'\rightarrow','HorizontalAlignment','right','FontSize',18) 

text(3.e6,9.7e-3,'\rightarrow','HorizontalAlignment','right','FontSize',18) 

text(500,0.0077,'\leftarrow','FontSize',18)  

text(4000,0.0077,'\leftarrow','FontSize',18)  

 

hold off 
 

 


